
Newspaper Seedling Pots in 10 Steps

STEP 1.

Single sheet of newspaper (preferably B&W)

Fold in half.

STEP 2.

Fold in half again.
STEP 3.

Open out to one fold with folded edge

towards you.  Then fold corner of folded

side to the centre crease on both sides.

STEP 4.

Turn the paper around so the “arrow”

is pointing away from you.

STEP 5.

Fold bottom single layer up to

meet the bottom of the “arrow”.

fold up single layer

single layer remains

STEP 6.

Fold the recently folded paper again

over the “arrow”.

layer is now folded over “arrow”

single layer remains

STEP 7.

Now, �ip the paper over

and fold lengthwise to the

centre line.

STEP 8.

Fold rectangle in

thirds to bottom of the

“arrow”

Here’s what it looks like:

over.....



STEP 9.

Here’s the tricky bit.  At this point you have what looks like a New Years’ Eve crepe hat.  But wait, there’s two more steps

to make a seedling pot.  We have to literally envelope some stuff.

Take the end third of the rectangle and tuck it in against the back of the “arrow”, enveloping all of the other paper.

This is a bit fussy.  When you look inside the envelope you’ve just made, there should be no stray paper, just a simple envelope.

just smooth paper

inside the envelope.

STEP 10.

Fold the triangle back and forth, just to crease it.  Pull the base apart, creating a box.

The “arrow” becomes a pyramid.  Fold one side down to create a �at surface. That is the bottom of the box.

Congratulations!  You did it.

Add a little potting soil to your pot, plant your seed and when the plant is ready to go into the garden,

pop the seedling pot directly into the garden, they are totally biodegradable!

To see one being made, go to You Tube and search “Newspaper pots for seedlings”

Thanks to Crouton Crackerjacks  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dlGQP81yfo
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